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WE MANUFACTURE CUTTING EDGE MOBILE 
SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT SOLUTIONS



3 238 120+
 successful installations  



11
years on the market  



4
international subsidiaries



21
patents
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Mobile Phone Signal Boosters for Anywhere
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Find a Solution for Every Network, Every Operator
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Signal Supervisor App
Manage your booster with sheer convenience from the palm of your hand. Comprehensive support while installation, monitoring from anywhere anytime.
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Innovative 3S / 5S Series
A built-in antenna for less cabling and installation fuss. Easiest set-up and monitoring via a free HiBoost app Signal Supervisor.
Upload Image...











 
Signal Supervisor App
Manage your booster with sheer convenience from the palm of your hand. Comprehensive support while installation, monitoring from anywhere anytime.
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Innovative 3S / 5S Series
A built-in antenna for less cabling and installation fuss. Easiest set-up and monitoring with a free HiBoost app Signal Supervisor.











 
We’re in europe




 [image: ]   The company and warehouse established in Germany
[image: ]   Official CE RED certificates issued in German accredited laboratory and proving full compliance with EU-wide safety and health regulations
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Grow your business
Become a HiBoost partner
 Gain new opportunities. Power new revenues.
  BECOME HIBOOST PARTNER   LEARN MORE 
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Hiboost Boosters are the main distributor for our website in the Netherlands, we do business for quite a long time now and always in a good way. HiBoost models we sell are really high end and do the job. Since the new testing app arrived…(Full feedback & more)



What our partners say
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We are highly satisfied with Huaptec service. They are here when we need to support difficult installations. Quality of R&D people is excellent as well as efficiency of a complete product range. They are open mind and like innovative ideas…(Full feedback & more)
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Huaptec is one of our favourite suppliers! It is a very serious company with a fantastic technical background! All the people that we had the chance to contact are always very professional. The sales department is always available, very kind and …(Full feedback & more)



 
 
HUAPTEC has been one of our main suppliers for many years and we can confirm that the quality of their products is optimal and this is very highly valued not only by us but also by our end customers. Also the sales staff working at Huaptec is really helpful answering any question we may have immediately…(Full feedback & more)
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Let’s Build a Winning Team
We’ve made it all possible for you to achieve 100% success



HIGH MARGIN



full SUPPORT



drop shipping



Naturally, you aim at making big money.
Working with a Premium segment product, you can earn from 110% margin for just one device.



Need help in understanding and promoting the product?
Rely on professional engineering and marketing support to have your back.



Thinking how to organize a warehouse?
Do not bother. We can deliver goods directly to your customer on a regular basis and free you from stock expenses.
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HUAPTEC has been one of our main suppliers for many years and we can confirm that the quality of their products is optimal and this is very highly valued not only by us but also by our end customers. Also the sales staff working at Huaptec is really helpful answering any question we may have immediately. Quality of the product, sales and aftersales attention are essential today in any business, and with Huaptec we are proud to have all of them…(Full feedback & more)
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Do not bother. We can deliver goods directly to your customer on a regular basis and free you from stock expenses.









Work with the Leaders
Partnership with HiBoost is not just a stable source of income, but long-term relations with the real professionals and first-ranked experts in the field.



	Best-in-class IOT mobile signal boosters
	30% of staff are R&D engineers
	1800 sq.m. of production department
	Productive capacity of 5000 boosters per month
















ready to 
join us?



  i want to become a partner   learn more about partnership 
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